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Bringing a sense of focus to the office 

Bound Screens

With an inviting aesthetic and quiet nature, Bound Screens bring a 
sense of focus and space division to workspaces—all while looking 
good and adding function. Create different levels of boundary based 
on your application: mount the Screens to a row of desks, add the 
Mobile Screen to flexible spaces, or make a private booth with the 
Freestanding Screen.  
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1. Move around the Mobile Screen to foster collaborative moments.
2. Create a private space to focus in your office with the Freestanding Screen.
3. Mount the Screens to desks for an instant boundary.

Create a sense of focus

Bound Screens are the ultimate combination of form and function for 
your senses. Personalise your screens with a pinnable boundary to 
block out visual distractions, allowing for better focus in a more 
serene environment.

Strike the right note

Available in 50mm width or 30mm width, with options for sound 
absorption, Bound Screens provide a quieter workplace environment. 
Bound is remarkably flexible, so you can find the right solution for 
your space. 

Make a smaller impact

Bound Screens are made from 60 percent recycled content and  
are 99 percent recyclable—helping your workplace to become  
more sustainable. 



For more information, please visit hermanmiller.com or call +44 1225 794000. 
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Key Features

Tackable Fabric 
Tack on photos or reminders for an organised and personalised 
workspace

Lockable Castors 
The Bound Mobile Screen has castors that lock so it sets securely  
in place

Freestanding  
Screens can be completely freestanding to create individual spaces

Bound Screens 

Bound Mobile Screen

Bound Freestanding Screen

Surface- or Transom-Mounted
Screens can attach to a surface or transom to delineate and provide 
privacy

Tackable Fabric
The tackable surface can help foster collaboration 

Tackable Fabric
Tack on photos or reminders for an organised and personalised 
workspace 

Delineation Screen Attachment
Slides on like a paper clip, making it easy to attach the privacy screen 
to the work surface

Nesting
The Bound Mobile Screen is designed to nest with others for stowing 
within a small footprint

Connecting Brackets
Connects multiple screens together to create spaces

For full features and options available for Bound Screens,
please visit hermanmiller.com


